
Business Intelligence

Enables dealerships to control 
how every vehicle is quoted 
online, protecting margin 
and helping every customer 
acquire the perfect vehicle 
from the dealer’s inventory.

“This solution enables the 
dealer to exert control over 
the entire payment quoting 
presence online and in-store 
– consistently, credibly, and 
fast – offering the customer 
cars which they may never 
have considered. It is a 
powerful win-win.”

www.marketscan.com

Rusty West
Co-Founder and President
Market Scan 
Information Systems

mDrive SYNC instantly answers every consumer’s critical 
question: What can I afford to drive? Most importantly, mDrive 
SYNC gives managers and salespeople a listing of every 
vehicle in a dealer’s inventory that fits the shopper’s criteria 
and budget – cars for which they qualify that could be 
vehicles they had never considered. mDrive SYNC provides 
dealerships with a dashboard to control their entire online 
presence and payment quoting process. This eliminates the 
current disconnect between the payment quotes a shopper 
receives online and those quoted to them in the showroom. 
Every payment is Penny-Certain and incorporates the 
consumer’s individual buying criteria and credit profile, 
all rebates, all of the dealer’s lenders’ rules and policies, 
correct taxation, and all of the dealer’s approved margins, 
fees, and mark-up preferences. Just as important, the 
quotes are delivered instantaneously. 

Market Scan has invested hundreds of millions of dollars 
over the last 30 years to create a comprehensive and 
dynamic database of lender programs, OEM rebates and 
incentives, tax rates and application methodologies using 
real-time tracking. They currently calculate more than one 
hundred million payments each day for their participating 
dealerships, API clients, lenders, and OEMs. A new alliance 
with Experian will facilitate the creation of new Market Scan 
products and analysis tools that will benefit dealerships, 
consumers, and the broader automotive industry. 

The Problem:
Consumers are frustrated when they receive a payment quote 
online and a very different quote when they reach the dealership 
– for the same car. Almost as a rule, online shopping sites that 
quote payments on the dealership’s behalf fail to take into account 
the terms and conditions under which the dealer is willing to do 
business. Those quotes are not reflective of the dealer’s exact 
fee structure, lender relationships, and preferred profit margin. 
The challenge is to find the “sweet spot” and provide consumers 
with vehicles that fit their driving habits, needs, and budget while 
protecting the dealership’s margin.
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How It Works:
Market Scan tracks information for five critical sectors:
 1. Manufacturer: Every vehicle, model, trim, and option package offered by every OEM; all incentives  
     and rebates, including their compatibility and “stackability” rules, as well as VIN-specific, targeted  
     offers. 
 2. Lender: Every program offered by every lender in the country, including every parameter, policy  
     and factor that can influence any automotive transaction. 
 3. Dealer: Each dealer’s specific inventory and individual fee structure, packs, vehicle mark-ups,  
     lender relationships, and specific reserve policies. 
 4. Municipality: All state, county and local laws, rules and regulations, tax percentage rates, and  
     proper tax calculations. 
 5. Consumer: All consumer credit bands, and how those are segmented and considered by each 
                OEM and lender.

mPortal gives dealerships the ability to control all of the calculation settings and dictate how their vehicles 
are quoted outside of the dealership, through any third-party application or website. This guarantees 
complete and Penny-Certain accurate representation of all offerings across all platforms, protecting the 
dealership’s margins and fee structure. 

mPortal ensures that quoted payments consider and accurately represent:
 1. The dealership’s fees, mark-ups, packs, and desired profit margins. 
 2. Each of the dealership’s lender relationships – and each of those lender’s specific programs,   
     offerings, policies, and application/approval rules
 3. All available rebates and incentives and their compatibility rules
 4. Tax rates and calculation methodologies for all markets
 5. All possible consumer credit scenarios

With an increasing number of consumers searching for pricing online, it is critical that the dealer manages all 
outward payment quotes correctly, ensuring consistency from platform to platform and between online and 
in-store quotes. The dealer can now easily determine the very cheapest monthly payment that can be offered 
to the shopper while ensuring the dealership achieves the profitability they want. 

mPortal provides the dealership with a single repository and dashboard where all of the dealer’s selling rules 
can be housed and managed in one spot: inventory, list of lenders, quoting rules, fees, rate mark-ups, bank 
fee mark-ups, internal packs, and calculation settings.
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Create a Strategy. As an example: below, the red arrows indicate that this dealer has elected to reduce 
MSRP by $1000 when the lot age of inventory is 60-89 days. The green arrow identifies specialty inventory 
that ignores those rules.

mDrive answers the consumer’s question: “What can I drive?”  mDrive INSTANTLY, scientifically, and 
transparently provides the consumer, as well as the dealership sales team, a list of the dealership’s 
qualifying inventory. By simply entering a consumer’s Zip Code, FICO score, desired down payment 
amount, and acceptable payment range, mDrive provides a list of inventory that fits the criteria. Vehicles 
will be displayed and ranked by each vehicle’s Payment Value Index.  

By answering these few questions, 
the shopper, whether online or 

on an iPad with the salesperson, 
can generate a list of vehicles that 

meets their criteria. 

The mPortal/mDrive product modules are offered in two Market Scan packages: “mDrive SYNC,” 
which features mDrive and mPortal, and “mDesking 360,” which takes the power of mDrive SYNC and 
adds state-of-the-art mDesking and mQuote product modules to create a true, all-encompassing digital 
retailing solution.  
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mQuote builds on mDrive SYNC and extends the digital experience to the in-dealership customer/salesperson 
interaction. The sales team can electronically present all payment and purchase options to their customer 
with full compliance and transparency – on any computer or device.  All customer counter-offers and 
responses are submitted instantly back to the desk for management review. The salesperson never has to 
leave their customer unattended. 

mDesking is a powerful and comprehensive desking solution. mDesking mines, tracks, and analyzes the 
billions of combinations and iterations of lender and OEM programs available in the marketplace and instantly 
surfaces the most advantageous scenarios for both dealership and consumer. The use of mDesking will 
enable the dealership to offer more competitive payment solutions that fit each consumer’s specific criteria; 
improve transparency and legal compliance; shorten transaction times; increase lease penetration; raise 
gross profit per vehicle retailed; and eliminate costly rate, rebate, and residual errors.

mGauge powered by Market Scan, is a state-of-the-art analysis tool designed specifically for lenders 
and OEMs. mGauge takes advantage of Market Scan’s industry-leading database and calculation engine, 
empowering users to assess and compare every lease and retail finance program offered by every 
competitor. It analyzes how their programs and vehicles compete for every credit tier and vehicle in every 
U.S. market. mGauge takes guesswork out of creating the most competitive loan/lease products for the 
dealer network. This enables lenders/OEMs to publish the most competitive and targeted market support 
programs and make the most effective and efficient use of subvention monies.

Because Market Scan includes data 
on all lenders, the sales manager can 

compare a variety of payments to select 
the best options for the shopper. 

The salesperson can provide 
any pertinent notes to the 

sales manager.
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The benefits for Lenders and OEMs include:
 •Macro and micro market competitiveness: Access all competitors’ published offerings and  
    analyze how dealer programs compare nationally, regionally, and locally for every vehicle in every  
    market in the country. 
 •Save Money: Armed with scientific data and timely intel on competitors’ offerings and support  
    programs, dealers will know exactly what to do to achieve their desired market penetration and  
    share - without overspending.
 •Maximize yield, share and ROI with more targeted and efficient market support:   
       Dealers can ensure their programs and specials are structured optimally to support 
    and market every vehicle (all trims, engine types, etc.) in every region of the country to win 
    the business.
 •Optimize Programs: Design lease, finance, and balloon note programs with scientific precision  
    and rapidly deploy them to dealers, digital retailing companies, and consumers.
 •Accuracy: mGauge is updated daily, providing dealers access to the most comprehensive 
    data-set to avoid guess work and eliminate errors.
 •Save Time: Access and analyze competitive market data immediately in a quick and easy   
       manner. Within minutes, programs can be adjusted to position them effectively in each market 
    to gain market share.
 •Staff Efficiency: Use existing Market Analysis Team more strategically and efficiently as well 
    as equip Sales and Field Staffs with real and current market intelligence to win more business. 
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mDrive Mobile App. The app mobilizes mDrive SYNC and mDesking 360, putting automotive digital retailing 
in the hands of a dealer’s sales team. The sales staff will now have the right answers at their fingertips when 
they are interacting with a customer no matter where they are - on or off the lot. The collaboration between 
mDrive SYNC and mDesking 360 ensures that the payments quoted to a customer, in the store or on mobile, 
will be consistent, eliminating any pricing disconnect and customer frustration.

Experian [regarding mGauge]: “In an overly competitive marketplace, lenders need to find ways to 
attract and retain car shoppers - comparable loans terms are a keen way to accomplish that goal. Unique 
insight into how competitors are pricing vehicles can level the playing field across the lender spectrum. 
More importantly, consumers can access favorable loan terms that can make vehicles more affordable 
and improve their financial health down the road.”
John Gray
President of Automotive
Experian

For customers 
on a budget, 

they can 
‘Search by 
Payment’ 

and look at 
financing 
options.

The captive lenders featured in green 
provide the lowest payment which includes 

taxes, fees, rebates, and incentives.

This Cadillac CT6 shows a $791 payment 
with basically ‘free money’ through GM and 

a $1,312 payment through Ally at 8.89%.
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